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The main aim of this booklet is to exemplify standards for those teaching Cambridge International AS & A Level 
Geography 9696 and to show how different levels of candidates’ performance (high, middle and low) relate to the 
subject’s curriculum and assessment objectives. 

In this booklet, candidate responses have been chosen from the June 2022 series to exemplify a range of answers for 
all the questions on the question paper. 

For each question, the response is annotated with a clear explanation of where and why marks were awarded or 
omitted. This is followed by examiner comments on how the answer could have been improved. In this way, it is 
possible for you to understand what candidates have done to gain their marks and what they could do to improve their 
answers. There is also a list of common mistakes candidates made in their answers for each question.

This document provides illustrative examples of candidate work with examiner commentary. These help teachers to 
assess the standard required to achieve marks beyond the guidance of the mark scheme. Please also refer to the 
June 2022 Examiner Reports for further detail and guidance.

The questions and mark schemes used here are available to download from the School Support Hub. These files are:  

Introduction

Past exam resources and other teaching and learning resources are available on the School Support Hub.

9696 June 2022 Question Paper 11 and Paper 12

9696 June 2022 Mark Scheme 11 and Paper 12

http://www.cambridgeinternational.org/support
http://www.cambridgeinternational.org/support
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How the candidate could have improved their answer
• (b) The candidate needed to identify a third general trend to be awarded the third mark.
• (c) The answer needed to contain more explicit comparisons between the two hydrographs and concentrate 

on differences that would affect discharge throughout the year and not just on a one-off basis such as in storm 
hydrographs.

       This is a correct answer.
Mark for (a)(i) = 1 out of 1

       The lower value is incorrect, 
but 1 mark has been awarded for 
valid calculation.
Mark for (a)(ii) = 1 out of 2

This section explains how the candidate could 
have improved each answer. This helps you to 
interpret the standard of Cambridge exams and 

helps your learners to refine their exam technique.

How to use this booklet
This booklet goes through the paper one question at a time, showing you the high- and middle-level response for each 
question. The candidate answers are set in a table. In the left-hand column are the candidate answers, and in the 
right-hand column are the examiner comments.

Example Candidate Response – high Examiner comments

Answers are by real candidates in exam 
conditions. These show you the types of answers for 

each level. Discuss and analyse the answers with your 
learners in the classroom to improve their skills.

Examiner comments are 
alongside the answers. These 
explain where and why marks 
were awarded. This helps you 

to interpret the standard of 
Cambridge exams so you can 

help your learners to refine their 
exam technique.

2

1 1

Common mistakes candidates made in this question
• Paper 11 (a)(ii) Some candidates used the incorrect graph for calculation.
• Paper 11 (c) Many candidates interpreted the graphs as storm hydrographs, discussing elements such as rising 

limbs and lag times. Thus, interpreting the question as one-off discharge events rather than discharge variations 
throughout the year. There was incomplete understanding of what annual hydrographs portrayed.

• Paper 12 (a)(ii) The most common error was to take the lowest value as the start of the graph in January, rather 
than in March.

• Paper 12 (b) Many candidates found ‘patterns’ rather than ‘trends’.
• The same mistake over the nature of the hydrographs was repeated in answers to this question as that in Paper 

11.

Lists the common mistakes candidates made 
in answering each question. This will help your 

learners to avoid these mistakes and give them the 
best chance of achieving the available marks.

2
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Question 1

Example Candidate Response – high Examiner comments

1        Correct data identified, 
although no units indicated in (a)(ii).
Mark for (a)(i) = 1 out of 1
Mark for (a)(ii) = 2 out of 2

       There are some points of clear 
comparison, but the answer drifts 
towards separate statements.
Mark for (b) = 2 out of 3

       There is good use of data 
on both size and characteristics 
of drainage basin in the answer. 
Contrasts in climatic regimes are 
also useful, but a little speculative. 
Speculative comments on the 
differences in patterns of annual 
rainfall are relevant but there is little 
reference to why discharge will vary 
throughout the year.
Mark for (c) = 3 out of 4

Total mark awarded = 
8 out of 10

1

2 2

3

3

How the candidate could have improved their answer
• (b) More direct comparisons would have improved the answer.
• (c) The candidate should have included realistic comments concerning latitude and climate. The discussion needed 

to be on factors that vary throughout the year and that would affect the variations in runoff and river discharge.

Paper 12
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Example Candidate Response – middle Examiner comments

1        This is a correct answer.
Mark for (a)(i) = 1 out of 1

       The lower value is incorrect, but 
1 mark has been awarded for valid 
calculation.
Mark for (a)(ii) = 1 out of 2

       The candidate identifies two 
general trends, but the anomaly is a 
variation, and short term only. The 
candidate misses the trend from 
November to March. The answer is 
a mixture of pattern and trend.
Mark for (b) = 2 out of 3

       The explanation of snow melt in 
Canada is valid, but the reference 
to Panama and autumn leaves 
is not correct. The discussion of 
climatic influences does not attempt 
to suggest climatic reasons for the 
discharge pattern for the Panama’s 
river as a contrast to the Canadian 
river.
Mark for (c) = 1 out of 4

Total mark awarded = 
5 out of 10

1

3

22

3

44

How the candidate could have improved their answer
• (b) The candidate needed to identify a third general trend to be awarded the third mark.
• (c) The answer needed to contain more explicit comparisons between the two hydrographs and concentrate 

on differences that would affect discharge throughout the year and not just on a one-off basis such as in storm 
hydrographs.

Paper 11
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Example Candidate Response – low Examiner comments

       This is an incorrect answer.
Mark for (a)(i) = 0 out of 1

       The calculation and answer are 
not correct.
Mark for (a)(ii) = 0 out of 2

       The candidate identifies one 
correct general trend, July to 
October, but commenting on one 
specific month does not constitute 
a trend.
Mark for (b) = 1 out of 3

       Although generic comments 
may be valid, in this instance, they 
are very speculative and not clearly 
related to the two river basins. 
The candidate has not noted the 
figures relate to annual discharge 
patterns. The variations throughout 
the year should reflect factors that 
change systematically through the 
year. Impermeable surfaces will 
not vary throughout the year, but 
might be relevant if discussing total 
discharges between the two rivers.
Mark for (c) = 0 out of 4

Total mark awarded = 
1 out of 10

1

3

2

4

1

3

2

4

Paper 11
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How the candidate could have improved their answer
In general terms, the candidate needed to use the data provided more effectively, and to read the questions more 
carefully. There were too many unfounded comments in the answer, especially in answers to part (c) and not clearly 
related to the specific question. There needed to be an attempt to examine factors that reflected annual variation in 
rates of discharge.

Common mistakes candidates made in this question
• Paper 11 (a)(ii) Some candidates used the incorrect graph for calculation.
• Paper 11 (c) Many candidates interpreted the graphs as storm hydrographs, discussing elements such as rising 

limbs and lag times. Thus, interpreting the question as one-off discharge events rather than discharge variations 
throughout the year. There was incomplete understanding of what annual hydrographs portrayed.

• Paper 12 (a)(ii) The most common error was to take the lowest value as the start of the graph in January, rather 
than in March.

• Paper 12 (b) Many candidates found ‘patterns’ rather than ‘trends’. The same mistake over the nature of the 
hydrographs was repeated in answers to this question as that in Paper 11.
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Question 2

Example Candidate Response – high Examiner comments

1        Both figure and calculation are 
correct.
Mark for (a) = 2 out of 2

       There are a number of valid 
points in the answer. The candidate 
covers the three main elements in 
the mark scheme with appropriate 
data extracted from the resource.
Mark for (b) = 3 out of 3

       The candidate’s answer clearly 
explains what an energy deficit is 
and explains it with respect to the 
angle of the sun’s rays. Reference 
to the curvature of the earth would 
have improved the explanation.
Mark for (c) = 4 out of 5

Total mark awarded = 
9 out of 10

1

2 2

3 3

How the candidate could have improved their answer
(c) The answer was particularly strong in discussing the angle of the sun’s rays, and the distance they travel through 
the atmosphere. To improve, the answer needed a wider ranging discussion, such as the albedo effect, to be awarded 
full marks.

Paper 11
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Example Candidate Response – middle Examiner comments

       These are the correct workings 
and figure.
Mark for (a) = 2 out of 2

       The last sentence lacks the 
clarity needed for full marks.
Mark for (b) = 2 out of 3

       The candidate confuses 
altitude and latitude, and too much 
emphasis is given for distance from 
the sun, rather than the angle of the 
sun’s rays. The reference at the end 
with respect to the earth’s angle and 
rotation could have been elaborated 
on and would have provided a 
partial explanation much stronger 
than reference to the distance from 
the sun.
Mark for (c) = 1 out of 5

Total mark awarded = 
5 out of 10

1

2

3

1

2

3

How the candidate could have improved their answer
(c) The candidate demonstrated some understanding of concentration of energy near the equator, but related it to 
distance from the sun, which was not a valid argument. They mentioned angle, relating to energy surplus, but without 
effective explanation. This concept needed development to be awarded more marks.

Paper 12
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Example Candidate Response – low Examiner comments

       One figure is inaccurate but 1 
mark has been awarded for valid 
workings.
Mark for (a) = 1 out of 2

       The candidate identifies some 
pattern, but the focus of the answer 
is on trend.
Mark for (b) = 1 out of 3

       The angle of the sun’s rays is 
discussed, but the explanation is 
not convincing. The answer lacks 
other factors such as albedo and 
distance through the atmosphere.
Mark for (c) = 1 out of 5

Total mark awarded = 
3 out of 10

1

2

3

1

2

3

How the candidate could have improved their answer
• (b) The answer needed to be more focused on pattern rather than trend.
• (c) The candidate mentioned the angle of the sun’s rays but the explanation was not convincing. Explanation could 

have been in terms of the greater distance that solar radiation had to pass through the atmosphere because of the 
curvature of the earth, leading to greater dissipation of the energy. They also needed to mention other factors such 
as albedo to be awarded more marks.

Common mistakes candidates made in this question
• Papers 11 and 12 (b) There was confusion between ‘pattern’ and ‘trend’. Many described the trend and not the 

pattern.
• Paper 11 (c) Some candidates explained the deficit by referring to the distance from the sun but without clarifying 

what this meant.
• Paper 12 (c) Crediting distance from the sun as an important factor in explaining energy deficit in higher latitudes.

Paper 11
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Question 3

Example Candidate Response – high Examiner comments

1
       The candidate is awarded 2 
marks for a basic diagram plus 
one piece of labelling relating to 
weathering.
Mark for (a) = 2 out of 4

       The candidate makes clear 
reference to a valid weathering 
process (freeze-thaw) with a 
thorough explanation of the 
process.
Mark for (b) = 2 out of 2

1

2 2

Paper 11
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Example Candidate Response – high, continued Examiner comments

       The candidate’s answer 
focuses on temperature and 
precipitation with good details on 
both, and there is a good discussion 
of the rate of weathering. There 
is extensive coverage of the main 
physical and chemical weathering 
processes.
Mark for (c) = 4 out of 4

Total mark awarded = 
8 out of 10

3 3

How the candidate could have improved their answer
(a) Both the diagram and labelling needed to be more detailed.
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Example Candidate Response – middle Examiner comments

       The diagram displays 
exposed rock face, but labelling of 
weathering features lacks clarity.
Mark for (a) = 1 out of 4

       The start of the answer is not 
clear, but at the end, the candidate 
gives a good explanation. The 
answer covers the main elements 
of the process but could have been 
more specific as to how and why 
the rock is fractured.
Mark for (b) = 2 out of 2

1

2

1

2

Paper 11
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Example Candidate Response – middle, continued Examiner comments

       The candidate shows some 
general understanding of the role 
of temperature and precipitation in 
influencing the rate of weathering, 
but there is little specific detail 
beyond freeze-thaw.
Mark for (c) = 2 out of 4

Total mark awarded = 
5 out of 10

How the candidate could have improved their answer
• (a) The diagram could have been drawn more accurately, and labelling should have been more specific to 

weathering.
• (c) The candidate displayed general understanding of the roles of temperature and precipitation but dealt only 

with freeze-thaw in more specific terms. They needed to include more detail and discussion of a wider range of 
weathering processes.

3 3
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Example Candidate Response – low Examiner comments

       This is a correct answer.
Mark for (a) = 1 out of 1

       The candidate does not explain 
the rate of weathering, fluctuations 
in temperatures or presence of 
water.
Mark for (c) = 0 out of 5

Total mark awarded = 
2 out of 10

How the candidate could have improved their answer
• (b) This diagram needed more detail in both sequential development and labelling.
• (c) The answer needed to be more specific and discuss the rate of weathering as stipulated in the question.

1

  2     The diagram and labels do not 
have enough detail. The candidate 
does not mention that the frozen 
water inside cracks expands and 
the pressure weakened rock splits. 
Mark for (b) = 1 out of 4

1

2

33

Common mistakes candidates made in this question
• (a),(b) Diagrams often lacked detail and proper labelling.
• (b) There was often a failure to explain the free-thaw process in detail such as how the pressure created by

freezing was strong enough to fracture the rock.
• (c) Discussion of a limited range of weathering processes and limited discussion of rate of weathering rather than

just weathering.

Paper 12
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Question 4

Example Candidate Response – low Examiner comments

1

       The definition of percolation 
is incomplete and marks cannot 
be awarded. The definition of 
evaporation contains the two main 
elements but the definition of 
percolation is really a definition of 
infiltration. Percolation commences 
after the water has infiltrated.
Mark for (a)(i) = 2 out of 4

       The candidate displays little 
understanding of time in terms of 
the recurrence interval. Lack of 
understanding of the term interval 
which implies different floods rather 
than a single one.
Mark for (a)(ii) = 0 out of 3

       The candidate displays a 
limited understanding of relevant 
deposition, but the answer lacks 
information on the types and 
structures of deltas. This is a Level 
1 answer.
Mark for (b) = 2 out of 8

1

2

2

3
3

Paper 11
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Example Candidate Response – low, continued Examiner comments

       There is some limited reference 
to velocity and deposition, but some 
comments are contradictory, e.g. 
higher velocity leading to greater 
deposition. there is no reference to 
the Hjulström curve, and the answer 
drifts into discussion of transport 
rather than deposition.
Mark for (c) = 2 out of 15

Total mark awarded =
6 out of 30

4

4

How the candidate could have improved their answer
• (a)(i) Better understanding was needed of the process after water infiltration has occurred for percolation.
• (a)(ii) The candidate showed no understanding of flood recurrence intervals. The mention of ‘intervals’ should have 

indicated that more than one flood event needed to be considered.
• (b) The candidate needed to give more detail of deltas in terms of their origin, and their structure including variation 

in sediment sizes and where deposition occurs (foreset, topset, bottomset) as well as form and types of deltas. The 
interaction of river and marine processes could have been discussed.

• (c) The candidate needed to focus on deposition. Much of the answer was about transport. Reference to the 
Hjulström curve would have also improved the answer.
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Question 5

Example Candidate Response – middle Examiner comments

1        The candidate clearly describes 
the albedo effects. The description 
is followed by discussion of surfaces 
with different albedo values to add 
to the basic description.
Mark for (a)(i) = 3 out of 3

       The candidate shows 
understanding, but needs to include 
details of the gases absorbing 
longwave radiation.
Mark for (a)(ii) = 2 out of 4

1

2
2

Paper 11
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Example Candidate Response – middle, continued Examiner comments

       The answer is very competent 
in terms of generic explanation. 
However, it lacks specific wind  
and temperature details for Level 
3 marks.  The basic explanation 
in terms of differing specific heat 
capacity of land and sea is well 
explained.  The answer does also 
concentrate on seasonal aspects 
which are often ignored. Trade 
winds and ocean currents could 
have been discussed.
Mark for (b) = 5 out of 8

3

3
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Example Candidate Response – middle, continued Examiner comments
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Example Candidate Response – middle, continued Examiner comments

       The answer is incomplete. 
it lacks details of agriculture and 
deforestation, and discussion 
of relevant gases is limited. The 
candidate mentions of methane as 
an afterthought, but provides no 
detail as to its nature and effect. 
This is a Level 2 answer.
Mark for (c) = 6 out of 15

Total mark awarded =
16 out of 30

4 4

How the candidate could have improved their answer
• (a)(ii) The answer needed detail of gases absorbing longwave radiation.
• (b) The candidate needed to include specific wind details, such as the role of trade winds, and discussion of other 

factors such as ocean currents to be awarded more marks.
• (c) The candidate needed to include details of deforestation and agriculture and discussion of a greater range of 

relevant gases.

Common mistakes candidates made in this question
• (a)(ii) Some candidates did not recognise the importance of atmospheric dust particles.
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Question 6

Example Candidate Response – high Examiner comments

1        Both ‘subduction’ and 
‘conservative plate boundary’ are 
effectively defined.
Mark for (a)(i) = 4 out of 4

       A clear and effective answer.
Mark for (a)(ii) = 3 out of 3

1

2 2

Paper 11
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Example Candidate Response – high, continued Examiner comments

       Some excellent specific detail 
on water based movements. 
The candidate covers three main 
processes, rainsplash, rill and 
sheetwash, but the mechanism 
of the splash process could have 
been more precise in terms of 
role of raindrop size and rainfall 
intensity. The answer lacks general 
discussion of weight and lubrication 
for a higher Level 3 mark.
Mark for (b) = 6 out of 8

3
3
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Example Candidate Response – high, continued Examiner comments
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Example Candidate Response – high, continued Examiner comments
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Example Candidate Response – high, continued Examiner comments
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Example Candidate Response – high, continued Examiner comments

       Excellent answer with 
comprehensive and accurate 
detail of the problems faced by 
Hong Kong with respect to mass 
movement and the attempts 
to reduce the effect of those 
movements. The answer includes a 
very convincing evaluation.
Mark for (c) = 14 out of 15

Total mark awarded =
27 out of 30

4 4

How the candidate could have improved their answer
• (a)(ii) There was enough detail for 3 marks, but reference could also have been made to the scraping of sediments 

off the ocean floor (accretionary wedge) with subsequent folding, buckling and uplift.
• (b) The candidate provided specific details of a variety of relevant processes, but there could have been more 

detail on the specific process of rainsplash such as the amount and intensity of rainfall, raindrop size and the need 
for bare soil surfaces. The answer could have had a more general discussion of the role of water in terms of the 
increase of weight and lubrication of the topsoil, perhaps leading to surface mudflows, to be awarded full marks.

• (c) The case study of Hong Kong was very detailed and convincing.

Common mistakes candidates made in this question
• (a)(i) Conservative plate boundary sometimes was confused with constructive plate boundary.  
• (c) Some candidates gave general answers without reference to any specific example.
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